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1. Introduction
To perform quasi-monochromatic X-ray imaging, we developed several photon-counting energy-dispersive

X-ray computed tomography (PC-CT) scanners [1-4], and enhanced K-edge CT was carried out using iodine
and gadolinium contrast media. When performing PC-CT, we usually measure the X-ray dose rate using an
ionization chamber [5,6] to calculate the incident dose for objects.

　　Ideally, the X-ray dose rate is proportional to the second power of the tube voltage when ignoring the 
production of characteristic X rays. However, the dose rate is not in proportion to the second power owing to the 
energy dependence of the ionization chamber; the chamber sensitivity increases with decreasing photon energy 
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at tube voltages below 150 keV.

　　In the present research, major objectives are as follows: to measure variations in X-ray dose rate with 
copper (Cu) fi ltration, to measure X-ray spectra with the fi ltration, and to observe the energy dependence of an 
ionization chamber. Therefore, we constructed the experimental setups for measuring X-ray spectra and dose 
rates and confi rmed the energy dependence of the chamber.

2.  Methods
　　Figure 1 shows the experimental setup for measuring X-ray spectra, and we used a CdTe detector (Amptek, 
XR-100T) with charge-sensitive and shaping amplifi ers. When an X-ray photon is absorbed by the CdTe crystal, 
the electric charges are produced in the CdTe diode and are converted into a pulse voltage using the charge-
sensitive amplifier. The pulse voltage is amplified to an event pulse using the shaping amplifier. The event 
pulses produced from the shaping amplifi er are sent to a multichannel analyzer to perform pulse-height analysis. 
The X-ray spectra were observed on the PC monitor, and the tube current was 8 μA without fi ltration. Next, the 
current was increased to 15 μA to increase the photon count rate when using a 0.3-mm-thickness Cu fi lter.

　　The method for measuring X-ray dose rate is shown in Fig. 2. The dose rate was measured using a 
dosimeter (Toyo Medic, RAMTEC 1000 plus) and an ionization chamber (Scanditronix, DC300) placed 1.0 m 
from the X-ray source. When using the Cu fi lter, the fi lter was attached to the X-ray source (R-tec, RXG-0152).

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for measuring X-ray spectra using the CdTe detector.

Fig. 2. Method for measuring X-ray dose rate at 1.0 m from the source.
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3.  Results
　　Figure 3 shows the X-ray spectra with changes in the tube voltage. Without filtration at a tube current 
of 8 μA [Fig. 3 (a)], the maximum-photon and bremsstrahlung-peak energies increased with increasing tube 
voltage. At a tube voltage of 100 kV, sharp tungsten Kα and Kβ lines were observed. Compared with the tube 
voltages, the maximum energies were slightly high owing to the ripple of the tube voltage. Subsequently, the 
bremsstrahlung peak energy shifted to high energy using the Cu filter, since the low-energy photons were 
absorbed effectively [Fig. 3 (b)].

　　Variations of the X-ray dose rate with the tube voltage are shown in Fig. 4. Without the fi lter, the dose rate 
increased with increasing tube voltage, and the rate was proportional to the tube current [Fig. 4 (a)]. Using the 
Cu fi lter, although the dose rate substantially increased with increases in the tube voltage, the dose rate was in 
proportion to the tube current [Fig. 4 (b)].

4.  Discussion
　　We measured the X-ray dose rate with changes in the tube voltage, and the dose rate was not proportional 
to the second power of the tube voltage. Using the dose rates at tube voltages of 50 and 100 kV, the rate 
increased in proportional to the 1.7th power of the tube voltage. 

　　Assuming that the total photon number including characteristic photons is proportional to the dose rate, 
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Fig. 3. Tube voltage dependence of the X-ray spectra. (a) Without fi ltration at a tube current of 8 μA and 
　　  (b) using a 0.3-mm-thickness Cu fi lter at a tube current of 15 μA. 

Fig. 4.  Tube voltage dependence of X-ray dose rate measured at 1.0 m from the X-ray source at tube 
currents of 0.3 and 0.6 mA. (a) Without fi ltration and (b) using a 0.3-mm-thickness Cu fi lter.
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the rate increased in proportion to the 2.3rd power. Therefore, the rate was roughly proportional to the second 
power, and the chamber sensitivity increased slightly with decreasing photon energy.

　　Using the Cu fi lter, low-energy photons were absorbed effectively, and the photon number substantially 
increased with increasing tube voltage. Therefore, the rate increased in proportion to the 3.4th power of the tube 
voltage. 

　　If we assume that the dose rate is proportional to the x-power of the tube voltage, the x was below 1 when 
using an X-ray tube with a 0.5-mm-thickness beryllium window in our former research. 

5.  Conclusion
　　We measured the X-ray spectra and dose rate with changes in the tube voltage. Without fi ltration, the dose 
rate from the glass-window X-ray tube was roughly proportional to the second power of the tube voltage. Using 
the 0.3-mm-thickness Cu fi lter, the dose rate was proportional to the 3.4th power of the tube voltage. Therefore, 
the dosimeter was highly sensitive to low-energy photons, and the dose rate was not just proportional to the 
second power of the tube voltage. 
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